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About This Content

Save more than 25% by purchasing the Arma 3 DLC Bundle 1, which includes the Arma 3 Karts, Arma 3 Helicopters, and
Arma 3 Marksmen DLC!

Includes

Arma 3 Karts
Start your engines and bring the battle to the race track. Arma 3 Karts features a 20hp 4-stroke engine go-kart, several
kart liveries, playable race driver and marshal game characters, new kart-racing Time Trials and Steam Achievements,
plus various race objects to build your own racetrack.

Arma 3 Helicopters
Master the exhilarating experience of rotary flight in Arma 3 Helicopters. Together with the optional RotorLib Flight
Dynamics Model (FDM), Arma 3’s Helicopters DLC delivers two brand new heavy-lift helicopters, new playable
content, new Steam Achievements, and more.

Arma 3 Marksmen
Hone your shooting skills and engage in ranged combat. The Arma 3 Marksmen DLC includes seven new weapons,
scopes, ghillie suits, firing drills, a new Showcase scenario, Steam Achievements, and more.
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Title: Arma 3 DLC Bundle 1
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 29 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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Game is meh.

It is a little bit unique, match 3 game that requires you to be pretty quick, but that's about it, takes about a day to complete. More
RNG that strategy, you can get destroyed one round and 2 minutes later win no problem. You can purchase some upgrades, but
they are really too little too late.

Zero replayability, barely playability.

There is a game on Kongregate.com called Dangerous Adventure, this is a bad version of that free game, go play it.. I really
liked this game. Even the start on the first screens promise a real fresh and different RPG game. Also I loved the humour in this
game and some characters were really adorable. :-)
For me the game didn't crashed once and everything went pretty smooth.
Definitely recommended when the game is on sale (otherwise the price is a bit too high). It is difficult to say what exactly the
devs were aiming for here. There is no instruction on which towers do what, no stats, no anything really. The difficulty isn't
natural or reasonable, it's there specifically to fabricate play time. I don't like to discourage dev teams, being part of one myself,
but I couldn't really say what specifically could be improved. It's like the entire game was just thoughtlessly conjured for a quick
buck. I would like to see some time and effort. I'm sure you guys could make something great.. Apparently, taking screenshots
kills the game. It's funny, because I was screenshotting a bug, where Catz responds to the male guard, even though I'm
controlling Sakura. This was of course right after another bug in which clicking on one door sent me through another.

In short, it's a broken mess. The game window can't even be resized to fit on an x768 monitor, and the dialogue is... well, quite
possibly the worst I've read. The main character's name isn't even spelled consistently.. very good simple 3rd person shooting-
gallery game on the Wild West with cartoon graphic, it is worth the price
want to be a gunslinger? you can :-). First of all, this gameplay mechanic for direct control mode is very refreshing and game
changing especially on aircraft units, I didnt expect this much from the developer so this is really outstanding and impressive.
Secondly, I do hope that the developer would be able to add crouch mode on direct control and the old simple ctrl + mouse, that
direct shooting or throwing mode without moving from the old game because somewhat it is really helpful in my gameplay and
also the Sniper. You see, I love how the game tinker everything well especially the aimed shot on 1st person mode BUT I think
we need that old intsa accurate 1 hit kill from the sniper when they engaging the enemies around 20m radius just like MOWAS2
because I find its really annoying and making the sniper too vulnurable when they have to wait and aim for aimed shot while the
enemy around 10m. Moreover, I realize that at the GRM unit selection on multiplayer, the arabic words inside the unit box
which I hope this game really doesnt pull out religious topic because I know its an actual thing from that word inside it and
hopethat the game keep it cool for example like Generals by EA who did add rebels faction and so middle east stuff but they
didnt really mix up the religious thing in, this is more like a reminder because everyone just want to have fun and keep it cool
without involving religious topic or bad stereotype message and all that you know,,, and finally... I will be looking forward for
the German and Russian factions after its release from beta especially the campaign because so far the USA campaign is really
amazing and I just love it. Well done, I rate 9\/10 for the game,
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Despite admittedly gorgeous illustrations, this is a painfully vacuous resource management game.
And while a strong narrative could make up for those mechanical failings, I fear the game's story is equally underdeveloped.
It makes allusions to darker themes and genuinely weighty issues, but does nothing to explore them in any meaningful way. It's
impressively underwhelming on every level.

Pass.
. This is so bad that it is not even worth \u20ac0,09. I don't remember playing such a marvellous game recently! The humour,
the story, the ideas, the dialogs, the characters... everything is so gooooooooooooooood! The game also conveys a lot of
important life values so just for that it's should be played.

GREAT!. This game has a great premise, cute character designs, good artwork, and music by Tenpei sato.
But, ultimately, I do not recommend it unless you are really into these sorts of games and have played everything else you can
think of.

-The combat is *really* boring. I am not even complaining about the grinding aspect of it, I play Nippon Ichi games and such.
The fights themselves are just not that interesting, and I was never motivated to level up for the sake of it. Most fights are
hugely lopsided, like if you don't one-shot an enemy it will probably one-shot you instead. The "Moe kill" system is too
complicated for its own good and doesn't make for very interesting decisions anyways.

-There are whole systems and mechanics that I never needed to pay attention to and really don't seem important to the game at
all. There's a hot spring you can use to buff your party; they spend a lot of time showing it to you and explaining it and so on,
but I beat the game without ever using it. There's also "G Up," "Fever Mode," "Blast Off," "Peon Balls" and so on, just a laundry
list of things I never took advantage of and never needed to.

-The game world is tiny and yet still has lots of recycled assets. Practically the entire story is told through dialogue boxes with
animated character cut-outs, even when events are happening that should really be portrayed by machinima or cutscenes or
something. It's as if they recorded the voice-overs for a much more ambitious game and did not have the money to actually
make it.

I'm disappointed overall, there was a lot of promise in the charming protagonist and the colorful cosmic-scale setting. I'm told
the sequel is better, we'll see.. While looking for local VR games I ran across this on numerous forums (steam & reddit the
most). Alot of people seem to really enjoy it and that's fine, but for the most part this feels like unfinished shovelware. There is
no reason for this to be a 10 dollar product. as you can see from the play time it didn't even hold our attention for an hour. Can't
really suggest any one but this as it stands now.
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